
The Supplementary Material —— Where Does It Exist: Spatio-Temporal Video
Grounding for Multi-Form Sentences

1. Dataset Details
VidOR contains 7,000, 835 and 2,165 videos for train-

ing, validation and testing, respectively. Since box annota-
tions of testing videos are unavailable yet, we omit testing
videos, split 10% training videos as our validation data and
regard original validation videos as the testing data. Con-
sidering a video may contain multiple same triplets that
have different temporal and bounding box annotations, we
cut these videos into several short videos, where each short
video contains a triplet that covers a segment of the short
video. We then delete unsuitable video-triplet pairs based
on three rules: (1) the video length is less than 3 seconds;
(2) the temporal duration of the triplet is less than 0.5 sec-
onds; (3) the triplet duration is less than 2% of the video.
Next, because too many triplets are related to spatial rela-
tions like ”in front of” and ”next to”, we delete 90% spatial
triplets to keep the types of relations balanced.

For each video-triplet pair, we choose the subject or
object as the queried object, and then describe its appear-
ance, relationships with other objects and visual environ-
ments. We discard video-triplet pairs that are too hard to
give a precise description. And a video-triplet pair may cor-
respond to multiple sentences. After annotation, there are
6,924 videos (5,563, 618 and 743 for training, validation
and testing sets) and 99,943 sentences for 44,808 video-
triplet pairs. we show some typical samples in Figure 1 with
declarative and interrogative sentences. We can find that the
objects may exist in a very small segment of the video and
the sentences may only describe a short-term state of the
queried object.

Next, we show the distribution of different types of
queried objects as Figure 2. The original VidOR contains
80 types of objects, including 3 types of persons, 28 types
of animals and 49 types of other objects. After data cleaning
and annotating, sentences in VidSTG describes 79 types of
objects by the declarative or interrogative ways, including 3
types of persons, 27 types of animals and 49 types of other
objects. A rare type (i.e., stingray) is not contained in Vid-
STG. From Figure 2, we can find the sentences of person
types take up the largest proportion and sentence numbers
of other categories are relatively uniform.

Moreover, we compare VidSTG with existing video

grounding datasets in Table 1. Previous temporal sentence
grounding datasets like DiDeMo [4], Charades-STA [3],
TACoS [7] and ActivityCation [6] only provide the tem-
poral annotations for each sentence and lack the spatio-
temporal bounding boxes. As for existing video grounding
datasets, Persen-sentence [10] is originally used for spatio-
temporal person retrieval among trimmed videos and only
contains one type of objects (i.e. people), which is too sim-
ple for the STVG task. And VID-sentence dataset [2] con-
tains 30 categories but also offer the annotations on trimmed
videos. Different from them, our VidSTG simultaneously
offers temporal clip and spatio-temporal tube annotations,
contains more sentence descriptions, has a richer variety of
objects, and further supports multi-form sentences.

2. Baseline Details
Since no existing strategy can be directly applies to

STVG, we combine the existing visual grounding method
GroundeR [8] and spatio-temporal video grounding ap-
proaches STPR [10] and WSSTG [2] with the temporal
sentence localization methods TALL [3] and L-Net [1] as
the baselines. The TALL and L-Net first provide the tem-
poral clip of the target tube and the extended GroundeR,
STPR and WSSTG then retrieve the spatio-temporal tubes
of objects.

We first introduce the TALL and L-Net approaches. The
TALL applies a sliding window framework that first sam-
ples abundant candidate clips and then ranks them by esti-
mating the clip-sentence scores. During estimating, TALL
incorporates the context features for the current clip to fur-
ther improve the localization accuracy. And L-Net devel-
ops the evolving frame-by-word interactions for video and
query contents, and dynamically aggregates the matching
evidence to localize the temporal boundaries of clips ac-
cording to the textual query.

Next, we illustrate the extended grounding methods
GroundeR, STPR and WSSTG based on the retrieved clip.
The GroundeR is a frame-level approach, which originally
grounds natural language in a still image. We apply it
for each frame of the clip to obtain the object region and
generate a tube by directly connecting these regions. The
drawback of this method is the lack of temporal context
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00:16 01:13

Interrogative Sentence:  What is beneath the white dog at home?  

00:06 00:40

Interrogative Sentence:  What does the adult man in black hold?

00:16 00:19

Declarative Sentence:  A baby with blond-hair hugs a red toy.

00:09 00:53

Interrogative Sentence:  Who pushes the stool on the !loor?

Interrogative Sentence:  Who rides the bicycle?

00:02 00:06

00:04 00:07

Declarative Sentence:  An adult in black lifts a child outdoor.

00:53 01:01

Declarative Sentence:  A child in white clothes touches a cake.

Declarative Sentence:  There is a table beneath a cup on the ground.

00:04 00:15

00:33 00:37

Declarative Sentence:  An adult in white is in front of another adult on the grass.

Declarative Sentence:  There is a toy in front of a baby.

00:04 00:40

Interrogative Sentence:  What is beneath the child on the ground?

00:00 00:08

Interrogative Sentence:  Who is in front of the screen in the living room?

00:00 00:06

Figure 1. Annotation Samples with Declarative or Interrogative Sentence Descriptions.
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Figure 2. The Distribution of Different Types of Queried Objects in the Entire VidSTG Dataset.

modeling of regions. Different from it, original STPR
and WSSTG are both tube-level methods and adopt the
tube pre-generation framework. This framework first ex-
tracts a set of spatio-temporal tubes from trimmed clips
and then identifies the target tube. The original STPR [10]
only grounds persons from multiple videos, we extend it

to multi-type object grounding in a single clip. Specifi-
cally, we use the pre-trained Faster R-CNN to detect multi-
type object regions to generate the candidate tubes rather
than only generate person candidate tubes. And during
training, we retrieve the correct tube from a video rather
multiple videos, where we do not change the loss func-



Table 1. Dataset Comparison.
Dataset #Video #Sentence #Type Domain Temporal Ann. Box Ann. Multi-Form Sent.
TACoS 127 18,818 - Cooking X

DiDeMo 10,464 40,543 - Open X
Charades-STA 6,670 16,128 - Activity X

ActivityCaption 20,000 37,421 - Open X
Person-sentence 5,293 30,365 1 Person X
VID-sentence 4,318 7,654 30 Open X

VidSTG 6,924 99,943 79 Open X X X

Table 2. Ablation Results of Directed GCN.
Method m tIoU m vIoU vIoU@0.3 vIoU@0.5

w/o. Explicit Subgraph 46.70% 18.07% 22.23% 13.12%
Undirected GCN 46.81% 18.13% 22.28% 13.06%
Undirected GAT 47.08% 18.21% 22.35% 13.20%

Directed GCN (our) 47.64% 18.96% 23.19% 13.62%

Table 3. Ablation Results of Query Modeling.
Method Query Modeling m tIoU m vIoU vIoU@0.3

WSSTG+L-Net GRU 40.27% 13.85% 17.66%
GRU+Object Rec.+Attention 41.22% 14.32% 20.08%

STGRN GRU 46.93% 18.42% 22.41%
GRU+Object Rec.+Attention 47.64% 18.96% 23.19%

tion of STPR. The original WSSTG [2] employs a weakly-
supervised setting, we extend it to the fully-supervised
form. Concretely, we discard the original ranking and di-
versity losses and employs a classics triplet loss [11] on the
matching scores of the candidate tubes and sentence. The
STPR and WSSTG both have the drawbacks of the tube
pre-generation framework: (1) they are hard to pre-generate
high-quality tubes without textual clues; (2) they only con-
sider single tube modeling and ignore the rela1ionships
between objects. Finally, we obtain 6 combined base-
lines GroundeR+TALL, STPR+TALL, WSSTG+TALL,
GroundeR+L-Net, STPR+L-Net and WSSTG+L-Net.
We also provide the temporal ground truth clip to
form 3 baselines GroundeR+Tem.Gt, STPR+Tem.Gt and
WSSTG+Tem.Gt.

During training, we first train the TALL and L-Net based
on the sentence-clip matching data and train GroundeR,
STPR and WSSTG within the ground truth clip. But while
inference, we first use TALL and L-Net to determine the
clip boundaries and then employ GroundeR, STPR and
WSSTG to localize the final tubes. To guarantee the fair
comparison, GroundeR, STPR and WSSTG are built on the
same TALL or L-Net models, and we apply the Adam opti-
mizer to train all baselines.

3. More Ablation Study

3.1. Directed GCN

To confirm the effect of the directed explicit GCN, we re-
place it with the original undirected GCN [5] and GAT [9].
In Table 2, our directed GCN has a better performance and

the results of undirected GCN and GAT are close to the
model without explicit subgraph modeling. The reason is
that the undirected GCN and GAT have a similar ability
with the implicit GCN and may lead to redundancy mod-
eling.

3.2. Query Modeling

Our input setting is consistent with previous grounding
works but we adopt a different strategy for query mod-
eling in STGRN. Previous works model the sentence by
RNN as a whole query vector. Different from them, we use
the NLTK library to recognize the first noun or interroga-
tive word ”who/what” in the sentence, corresponding to the
query object. We then select its feature se from RNN out-
puts and adopt context attention to learn the object-aware
query vector sq . We conduct an ablation study for query
modeling in Table 3, where we also apply the GRU+Object
Rec.+Attention to WSSTG+L-Net. Concretely, the object-
aware vector sq replaces the original sentence vector in final
localization for L-Net and is added into visually guided sen-
tence features for WSSTG.
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